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Description:

The Marine Corps has always considered itself a breed apart. Since 1775, America’s smallest armed service has been suspicious of outsiders and
deeply loyal to its traditions. Marines believe in nothing more strongly than the Corps’ uniqueness and superiority, and this undying faith in its own
exceptionalism is what has made the Marines one of the sharpest, swiftest tools of American military power. Along with unapologetic self-
promotion, a strong sense of identity has enabled the Corps to exert a powerful influence on American politics and culture.Aaron O’Connell
focuses on the period from World War II to Vietnam, when the Marine Corps transformed itself from America’s least respected to its most elite
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armed force. He describes how the distinctive Marine culture played a role in this ascendancy. Venerating sacrifice and suffering, privileging the
collective over the individual, Corps culture was saturated with romantic and religious overtones that had enormous marketing potential in a
postwar America energized by new global responsibilities. Capitalizing on this, the Marines curried the favor of the nation’s best reporters,
befriended publishers, courted Hollywood and Congress, and built a public relations infrastructure that would eventually brand it as the most
prestigious military service in America.But the Corps’ triumphs did not come without costs, and O’Connell writes of those, too, including a culture
of violence that sometimes spread beyond the battlefield. And as he considers how the Corps’ interventions in American politics have ushered in a
more militarized approach to national security, O’Connell questions its sustainability.

There is a moment described in the book when Sen Paul Douglas (D Ill.), the most liberal senator of his time, must make amends with Sen Joseph
McCarthy (the original neo-con and communist outer). Douglas must shake Tail Gunner Joes hand for a picture. Only loyalty to the Marine Corps
could have brought these two disparate philosophies together. The result is the Marines stave off an effort by Pres. Eisenhower to limit them or
indeed reduce their size and importance. Eisenhower was, of course, an Army man. There are amazing stories about the chowder Marines,
generally younger officers who held civilian jobs as aids to various House and Senate elected people. The history of the politics, spin and ultimate
survival of the Marine Corps is the heart of the book at it is a great read for anyone who has pondered the mission, role and modern history of the
Marines. Though the author is a Marine Reserve officer, his objectivity seems faultless.My objectivity is not. I am a Marine, though I served on
active duty for but two years (and long ago). Last year the Commandant of the Marine Corps ordered all Marines to be referred to as Marines
and not former Marines. And that is how we all feel.This book is a great read with a fair balance of facts and historical background so the reader
has a full understanding of the import and meaning of the results. If you like history post WW II, if you like military history, if you have ever
wondered about the Marine Corps, this is a book for you.
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